Report on Teachers Day Celebration 2018
"If a country is to be corruption free and become a nation of beautiful minds, we strongly feel
there are three key societal members who can make a difference. They are the father, the
mother and the Teacher.” as quoted by APJ Abdul Kalam. On 5th September, 2018 students of
Hanumant High School celebrated Teacher’s Day in full bloom. On this day, we gratefully
remembered the great educationalist Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, whose dream was that
"Teachers should be the best minds in the country." Hence, Teachers' Day is very important for
all students, as the teachers lay the foundation for creating enlightened citizens for the
nation.The students personally presented handmade cards and the badges to the School
Principal, Mr. Rajesh Tiwari, Management Representative Mrs. Radhika Hariyani, all the Coordinators, and to all the teachers of the school. The fabulous comparing of the show was done
by Prem Hariyani of class VII and Harshita Tunara of class VI. The students presented a series
of fun and entertaining events for the teachers. The event started with a PPT about the
importance of teachers, which was very well explained by a student of STD V Maitri Oza. The
day buzzed with excitement and smiles all around when a wonderful video, made by Nikunj
Sir, showing a collage of teachers in their different roles and duties on the school campus was
an endearing gesture and was thoroughly enjoyed by all.The students of STD V showcased
their love through a melodious song, which was enjoyed immensely by the audience. Devanshi
Mehta of STD VII delivered her inspirational speech as she started with a quote. To light up the
spirits of the celebration, a heart touching skit which showcased the relation between a guru
and his disciliple was presented by the students of the secondary section. . The event was ended
with words of wisdom by the student of STD IX Shujaatali Merchant who was given the
responsibility of the school Principal. He shared his words with appreciation and respect he had
for Principal Sir. Last but not the least, the students who had represented themselves as teachers
were awarded with certificates. It was truly a proud day for the teachers to bask in the love and
attention they received from their students!
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